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ABSTRACT
A comprehensive benchmark program was developed by

Brookhaven National Laborato~ (BNL) to perform an
evaluation of state-of-the-art methods and computer programs
for performing seismic analyses of coupled systems with non-
classical damping. The program, which was sponsored by the
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), was designed to
address various aspeets of application and limitations of these
state+f-the-art analysis methods to typical coupled nuclear
power plant (NPP) structures with non-classical damping, and
was carried out through analyses of a set of representative
benchmark problems. One objective was to examine the
applicability of various analysis methods to problems with
different dynamic characteristics unique to coupled systems.
The examination was performed using parametric variations
for three simple benchmark models. This paper presents the
comparisons and evaluation of the program participants’
results to the BNL “exact” solutions for the applicable ranges
of modeling dynamic characteristic parameters.

INTRODUCTION
In determining the seismic response of structural systems

consisting of light secondary components or subsystems
supported by heavier primary structures such as piping systems
contained within typical nuclear power plant (NPP) building
structures, special attention should be paid (Iguw 1985, Gupta
1994) to the interaction or coupling effects between the
primary and the secondary components. These interaction
effects may be attributed to 1) tuning due to the coincidence of

the frequencies of the two subsystems; 2) feedback between
motions of the two subsystems; 3) nonclassical damping due to
the different damping characteristics of the two subsystems,
even though the subsystems may be individually classically
dampem and 4) spatial coupling due to the multiple interracial
comections between the two subsystems.

As part of a comprehensive benchmark program that was
developed by BNL (XU, 1999) for the evaluation of state-of-
the-art methods and computer programs for performing
seismic analyses of coupled systems with non-classical
damping, the applicability of various seismic analysis methods
to coupled structures with different dynamic properties were
evaluated using parametric variations. The dynamic properties,
which can characterize the interaction effects of non-classical
coupled structures, may be identified as: 1) the frequency ratio
of the secondary to primary (S-P) components; 2) S-P mass
ratio; and 3) diiTerent modal damping ratios assigned to
primaxy and secondary components. The spatial coupling
effects were considered in the benchmark program by
including three simple coupled models with diiTerent P-S
interracial connections. The seismic responses of these models
to the El Centro earthquake (1940) were analyzed and the
“exact” solutions were developed for the applicable ranges of
the dynamic properties. The structural models with the
applicable ranges of the dynamic properties were then
distributed to the program participants who then applied their
methodologies to perform independent analyses on these
models. This paper presents the comparisons and evaluation of
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the participants’ analysis results to the BNL “exact” solutions
for the parametric variations of the dynamic properties.

In the sections that follow, the benchmark models and the
associated parametric variations, as well as the BNL “exact”
solution method are first described. They are followed by a
brief outline of the participants’ methodologies for performing
their independent analyses. The participants’ amlysis results
are then compared to and evaluated against as the BNL
“exact” solution. Finally, the principal findings are provided.

BENCHMARK MODELS
Three simple benchmark contlgurations were developed

for the parametric evaluation of the dynamic interaction
effects, each representing a coupled two-component P-S
system. These benchmark models are shown in Figures 1, 2,
and 3. All three models have the same primary component
(building) model, which consists of weightless shear beam
elements and lumped masses and is fixed at the ground. The
model has five degrees of freedom with each node free to
translate in one horizontal direction.

The secondary components were designed differently for
each of the three benchmark problems for the purpose of
evacuating the effect of muitipie support excitations of the
secondary component (spatial coupling effect). The benchmark
proMem no. i ‘has an S-component representative of base-
supported equipment. The S-component consists of four

. . ..
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methods to problems with different dynamic characteristics, a
baseline case and nine other load cases were designed for each
of the three benchmark models to cover a range of parameter
variations including secondary to primary system frequency
ratio, mass ratio, and different modal damping ratios. Table 1
provides the matrix of the analyzed load cases. For the baseline
case, which is load case a in Table 1, properties were selected

to provide fundamental frequencies of 5 Hz for both the
uncoupled Primary com-ponent and the uncoupled fixed-base
secondary component. The ratio of secondary/pnmag (S/P)
component mass was selected as 0.005 (on an individual mass
basis) for the baseline case. Modal damping ratios of 7% for
the uncoupled P-component and 2?4. for the uncoupled fixed-
base S-component were assigned to the baseline case. The El
Centro (1940) earthquake record was applied as input to all
load cases.

For the purpose of this program, the direct integration
time history analysis method was selected as the benchmark
“exact” method. The “exact” solutions to the benchmark
problems were generated using the Wilson-0 time domain
integration method. In order to apply this method to non-
classically damped coupled systems, a synthesis formulation
(Xu, 1998)’for generating the filly populated damping matrix
of the coupled system from the damping ratios of its
subsystems was applied. For the benchmark problems, the
damping matrices generated in this manner were shown to be
identical to the damping matrices computed by Gupta’s
method. The BNL computer program was verified by sample
problem comparisons to other published solutions. The BNL
“exact” solutions to the benchmark problems were also
cotilrmed by the independent anaiyses performed by three
participants using modal superposition time history analysis
methods. Comparisons of participants’ to 13N-Lsoiutions for
the baseline case (load case a) of benchmark problem no. 1 are
provided in Tabies 2 and 3, which indicate the mean
differences between the BNL solutions and participants
anaiyses were iess than 0.2X0.
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participants applied to the benchmark problems.

Chen’s Method
To produce solutions to the benchmark problems, Chen

performed coupled analyses based on the classical normal
mode response spectrum method (Chen, 1972). The
calculation of damping for the coupled structure was
performed using weighted damping values based on energy
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principle with strain energy based on ASCE 4-86 standard
(1986). For modal combimtions, Chen applied the Complete
Quadratic Combination (CQC) rule with cross coupling terms.

GuMa’s Method
Gupta’s method is based on the approach that Gupta and

colleagues (Guptaj 1992) at NCSU developed to obtain the
coupled frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes of the
nonclassically damped systems using the modal properties of
the uncoupled primmy and secondaxy systems. They simplifkd
the Foss formulation (1960) by algebraically replacing the
complex mode shape by two real modal vectors and fhrther
extended their formulation to the response spectrum method,
which was implemented in the computer program CREST. The
Gupta method does not require formulation of the system
damping matrix in the time domaiw since the equations of
motion are first transformed in the modal coordinate system
and only the modal damping of the coupled system needs be
computed. The system modal damping is obtained based on the
fixed-constraint modal damping of its components, which are
assumed to be classically damped. The component damping
and system modal damping are related through a
transformation that is obtained through a set of static
constraints which provide kinematic dependencies relating the
motion of the component to other components that constrain it
via the constraints. It was shown by Xu (1998) that the system
damping derived by Gupta’s method, if transformed to time
domain, assumes the same form reduced from the BNL
method. Gupta’s method also takes into account issues
associated with complex valued response spectrum approaches
such as procedures for estimating velocity spectrum, and for
combining maximum modal responses, as well as
incorporating residual response.

kusa and Der Kiurwhian Method
The method used by Igusa and Der Kiureghian for the

benchmark analysis is based on random vibrations of non-
classically damped systems and reflects improvements on
formulations for the correlation coefficients developed in their
past research efforts (Igusa, 1981). The major improvement in
the current method is that filtered white noise is used instead
of white noise to determine the correlation coefficients for
modal combinations. Therefore, seismic events can be modeled
with non-stationary properties and maximum response, which
is computed separately for each seismic event can be
compared directly with time history analysis. In addition, Igusa
and Der Kiureghian also provided treatment for the velocity
spectrum input and for the coupled system-damping matriz
the BNL formulation was applied without modification.

Stevenson & Associates Method
The method applied by the Stevenson& Associates (S&A)

follows closely to that of Gupta (1986), such as the system
damping and complex-valued eigen problem solution. The

analysis for the coupled system was performed using in-house
computer codes. Three sets of analyses using response
spectrum methods were performed, one with exact correlation
coeftlcients and maximum modal responses directly computed
from the modal time history analysis (RSM-1), and the second
with an approximation for correlation coetllcients and the
velocity response spectrum input (RSM-11).

The RSM-I analysis, which used the exact correlation
coeftlcients and maximum modal responses directly computed
from the modal time history analysis, is not a practical
approach since it is generally assumed that when performing a
response spectrum analysis, the corresponding modal time
history responses are not available. Therefore, the RSM-I was
not included in comparisons in this paper.

The RSM-11 analysis was performed based on
approximations for correlation coefficients and the velocity
response spectrum input. The formulation for correlation
coefficients proposed by Igusa (1993) was applied. The pseudo
velocity response spectrum was used in place of the velocity
response spectrum.

COMPARISONS OF THE PARTICIPANTS’ RESULTS
TO THE BNL “EXACT” SOLUTIONS

As discussed earlier, all four participants provided
solutions for the ten load cases of each of the three benchmark
problems using response spectrum analysis methods, The
comparisons of the participants’ results to the BNL “exact”
solutions are presented in Tables 4 through 9 for maximum
nodal displacements and maximum element forces by
computing the ratio of the participant maximum response to
the BNL maximum response for each load case. In addition,
the BNL solutions are provided in Tables 10 and 11, which
show that the S-component (represented by nodes 7-10 and
elements 6-9) is mostly loaded more than 50’% of the
maximum, except for the shear in element No. 9, and the
nodal displacement at node No. 7 for load cases ad, f and i.
Our benchmark evaluations indicated that the effects of the
parametric variations on the benchmark comparisons are
similar for the three benchmark models. Therefore, due to
limited space, the comparisons for the effects of parametric
variations are only provided in this paper for benchmark
problem no. 1. For the complete comparisons and evaluations
of other benchmark models, the reader is referred to
NuREG/cR-6661 (Xu, 1999).

Effects of freauenc~ ratio variations
A range of S/P frequency ratios 0.5-2.0 was selected while

fixing S/P mass ratio at 0.005 and the primmy and secondary
modal damping ratios at 7°/0 and 2°/0, respectively. The
analyses for frequency variations are represented by load cases
a% in Table 1. The participants’ analysis results for frequency
variations are provided in Tables 4 and 5. In Table 4, The
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maximum nodal displacement ratios and mean errors for
displacement comparisons across the model were calculated for
each frequency ratio. In addition, the average of the mean
errors across the frequency ratio variations was computed. As
is readily seen in this table, the mean errors become
signitkantly higher for the tuned and near-tuned frequencies,
and the Igusa and Gupta solutions appear less sensitive to
frequency ratio variations than the S&A and Chen solutions.
However, solutions associated with large mean errors are
mostly over-predictions, which implies that inherent
conservatism may exist in these methods. The maximum mean
errors are 12.7°/0for S&A 9.0°A for Chen, 2.9°/0for Igusa and
3.6% for Gupta.

Comparisons for the element shears are presented in Table
5. Similar to the evaluations for the displacement comparisons,
mean errors for element shear comparisons across the model
were calculated for each frequency ratio, as well as the average
of the mean errors across the frequency ratio variations. As
indicated in Table 5, the effect of frequency variations is more
pronounced for shear responses than for displacements.
Furthermore, larger mean errors were produced for the
untuned frequency ratio (2.0) by both the Igusa and Gupta
methods, while S&A and Chen methods performed well for
untuned frequencies and over-predicted the tuned responses,
which is consistent with their displacement results. The mean
errors also showed that the Igusa and Gupta solutions mostly
under-predicted the shears. The maximum mean errors for
computed shear responses are 13.3’%0for S&A, 12.24°/0 for
CheL 8.69% for Igusa and 11.l% for Gupta.

Effects of mass ratio variations
The effect of S/P mass ratios were investigated by fixing

the frequency ratio at 1.0 and the primaIY and secondary
modal darnping ratios at 7°/0 and 2’Xt respectively. The S/P
mass ratios were varied in a range of 0.000141.5, and the
corresponding analysis load cases are a, f, g, h, as shown in
Table 1. The same approach used to investigate the effects of
frequency variations was applied to study the effect of mass
variations. Table 6 presents comparisons of the displacement
results with mass ratio variations. Mean errors across the
model and the average mean errors across the mass ratio
variations were calculated. The mean errors computed for the
Igusa and Gupta solutions show that the Igusa and Gupta
displacement responses are less sensitive to mass ratio
variations, while the mean error computed from Chen’s
displacement solutions increases at higher mass ratios. The
S&A displacement results in general produced low mean
errors (within 3.50A), except for the mass ratio equal to 0.005
for which the mean error increased to 12.7Y0.In addition, it is
worth mentioning that all participants’ methods performed
well with the lowest mass ratio (0.000 1). Moreover, the
maximum mean errors for mass variations are 12.7°/0for S&A,
9.8’%for Chen, 3.8’%for Igusa and 4.6V0for Gupta.

The effects of mass ratio variations on element shears are
summarized in Table 7. The mean errors computed for element
shears again contlrm that both the Igusa and Gupta methods
are less influenced by mass ratio variations, and all methods
predicted well for the smallest mass ratio (0.0001). The mean
error computed from Chen’s solutions becomes high for the
highest mass ratio, while S&A performed well for both the low
and high ends of mass ratios, but the mean errors increase for
the intermediate mass ratios. In summary, for the mass ratio
variations analyzed, the maximum mean errors for element
shears were found to be 13.3% for S&A, 10.2% for Chen,
6.3’%0for Igusa and 5.6% for Gupta.

Effects of dampin~ ratio variations
Three setsof damping ratios were used in the benchmark

program to investigate the effects of damping ratio variations.
The damping ratio for the primary component was always kept
at 7Y0, while the secondary component fixed-based modal
damping ratios were selected at 2’XO,5V0,and 20!40.The 20’?4.
damping represents an upper limit for nuclear power plant
equipment and components. For analyses with damping ratio
variations, the frequency ratio was kept at 1.0 and mass ratio at
0.005. Table 8 provides the displacement comparisons for the
three sets of damping ratios, which show that the variation of
damping ratios has no impact on the participants’ analyses for
practical purposes. Even for the highest darnping ratio of 20?40,
the mean errors computed for all results were comparable to
the mean errors resulted from other damping ratio load cases.
Furthermore, some of the error shown for the 20% damping
ratio load case could be caused by a slight shift in the
frequency characteristics of the systems evaluated between the
time-step integration and modal analysis response spectrum
methods. The maximum mean errors for computed
displacement responses are 12.7% for S&A 6.8% for CheL
3 6% for Igusa and 3.2% for Gupta.

The comparisons of the element shear responses for the
variation of damping ratios, as shown in Table 9, also support
the observation made for the displacement comparisons. The
maximum mean errors for element shears were found to be
13.3’%0for S&A, 7.8% for Chen, 4.5?40for Igusa and 5.5’%. for
Gupta.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
In this paper, effects of parametric variations on seismic

response spectrum analysis methods for non-classically
damped coupled systems were presented. The study was
performed through the analyses of sets of benchmark
problems. The system parameters that were believed to impact
the seismic analyses of coupled structures with non-classical
damping were identiled and their variations were designed to
cover the applicable ranges of typical NPP coupled structures.
The effects of variations of three system parameters were
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investigated for a single earthquake input motion, i.e. the S/p
frequency ratio, dp mass ratio and the different modal
damping ratios assigned to individual components. Even
though the investigation compared single earthquake time
history solutions to response spectrum solutions, comparisons
of the participants’ results to the BNL “exact” solutions
indicated that the parametric variations investigated for the
benchmark problems did not produce results unacceptable for
engineering practice. The effects of parametric variations were
summarized as maximum mean errors, which are provided
below:

a)Frequency ratio variations: the maximum displacement
mean errors were found to be 12.7’XOfor S&A, 9.0°A for CheL
2.9% for Igusa and 3.6’% for Gupw, The maximum mean
errors for the shear responses were computed to be 13.3% for
S&A, 12.24% for Cheu 8.69% for Igusa and 11.1% for Gupta.

b)Mass ratio variations: the maximum displacement mean
errors for mass variations are 12.%0 for S&A, 9.8°/0 for Chen,
3.8’XOfor Igusa and 4.6’%0for Gupta; the maximum mean errors
for element shears were found to be 13.3?4.for S&A, 10.2’7ofor
Cheu 6.3% for Igusa and 5.6% for Gupta.

c)Damping ratio variations: the maximum mean errors for
mmputed displacement responses are 12.7°/0 for S&A, 6.8°/0
for Che% 3.6V0for Igusa and 3.2V0for Gupti, the maximum
mean errors for element shears were found to be 13.3% for
S&A 7.8’%0for Chen, 4.5% for Igusa and 5.5% for Gupta.

Since response spectrum solutions would be expected to
compare better to the time hktov solutions based on multiple
earthquake inputs, a case can be made that for the same
parametric variations, when a suite of earthquake input
motions are applie~ the computed mean errors can be fhrther
improved.

NOTICE
This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. The
findings and opinions expressed in this paper are those of the
authors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission or organization of authors.
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Table 1. Matrix of Load Cases for Parametric Variations

t-l P-Component

// / // / // /

Figure 1. BNL benchmark model no. 1

: 3 S-Component

Figure 2. BNL benchmark model no.2

I I

Ml S-Component

Ground

t-l P-Commment

Parameter Variations Load Cases
a b c d e f g h i j

Frequency 0.5 x
Ratio 0.9 x
(SIP) 1.0

I
x x x x x x

1.1 x
2.0 x

Mass 0.0001 x
Ratio 0.005 x x x x x x x
(s/P) 0.1 x

0.5 x
Modal 7Y0,2Y0 x x x x x x x x
Damping 7%,5% x
(l?,’) 7%,20% x

Table 2. Comparisons of participants’ time history solutions to
the BNL “exact” solution for load case a of benchmark
problem no. 1 (displacement ratios of prtrticipants’/BNL)

I I Program Participant I

,
4 1.005 1.001 1.001

I I 1

5 1.003 1.001 1.001

6 1.004 1.001 1.001

7 1.000 1.001 1.000

8 1.001 1.001 1.000

9 1.003 1.001 1.001

10 1.003 1.001 1.001
I I I

Mean error ] 0.16% 0.12% o.os~o
Standard 0.003 I 0.000 I 0.001

I deviation I 1

, ,
// / // / // /

Figure 3. BNL benchmark model no.3
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Table 3 Comparisons of participants’ time histo~ solutions to
the BNL “exact” solution for load case a of benchmark
problem no. 1 (element shear ratios of participants’/BNL)

I I ProgrlunParticipants I
Element S&A Gupta Igusa

~ Q.99fj ~.~fi~ fi,ggg

2 0.999 i.oo2 1.000
.-,. .3 I.uu>

----
1.UU1

. ..-.
l.uul

4 1.000 1.000 1.001

5 0.996 1.001 0.997

6 1.003
..-.
1.W 1

----
1.UU1

7 1.002 1.001 i.ool

yl–Ioo3 ] 1.001 / 1.001 I

Meanmm (-)lo~ (-) lo~ 0:02%

standard 0.003 0.001 0.001
I deviation I I

Table 4. Effects of frequency ratio variations on analysis methods (Displacement ratios)

T,-..rl ,.acm.
No&es

-.. . . . . .
S&A Chen Igusa Gupta

Is h c ~ e a b c (j e a b c (j e a b c d e

2 1.174 i.oo70.9521.0521.001 1.1170.986 0.964 1.i27 0.965 0.988 1.0400,968 1.061 1.0331.023 1.0570.990 1.086 1.050

3 1.189 1.0090.962 1.060 1.006 1.05i 1.0350.955 1.120 1.0130.9s3 1.0290.962 1.052 1.022i.oo9 1.0380.976 1.0691.030

4 1.205 1.0110.976 1.060 1.0061.095 1.0201.0i8 1.0830.997 0.983 1.0180.963 1.040 1.0111.002 1.0200.971 1.0501.013

5 1.200 1.009o.97i 1.054 1.000 1.1020.9980.994 1.089 1.0120.970 1.0050.949 1.027 0.9990.984 1.0040.952 1.0320.997

6
..-. ---- ---- . ..- . --- ---- .-. . . --- ..-. ---- -- .,. .--. -- .,.1.lY>1.Uv’z u.Yb4 1.u4t! U.YY I 1.UUU l.Ulb U.Y Is l.l U> U.YY4 U.YbU U.YYJ U.Y4U 1.UIY

.- .,.
U.Y6Y
. . . . . .-,.

U.Y Iii
.
U.YYL

. . . ma. .
U.Y41 I.ul.z

. ,’...,.
u.7bJ
A no.

7 1.043 0.935 1.104 1.016 i.016 0.960 0.908 1.155 1.030 1.019 0.962 0,926 1.042 0.984 1.0010.930 0.938 1.0190.958 0.991

8 1.043 1.048 i.040 i.063 i.030 0.954 1.019 i .084 1.071 1.02i 0.961 1.0340.982 1.011 1.0040.927 1.0430.9530.987 0.990

9 , A“7 n nnc s n?t I noc 1 n2Q n 0<0 n OLC 1 (Ma 1 no< 1 nAO n OCA n OWJ n 0<0 1 IYIQ..”-? , “.77” ..” A , ,.”0, ,.”-.s “.7,0 “.7”” , .“”/ ,.”e J ..”7/ “./”-l “./u. “./”/ ..”-”
1 nnQ..””” n awl

“./-”
n 0!?0
v..”-

I-l 07Q
“.. -”

1 nn’i
-.””-

n owl“... ”

10 1.0500.969 i.o19 1.098 i.041 0.959 0.943 1.061 1.098 1.044 0.966 0.957 0.966 1.036 1.006 0.932 0.962 0.935 1.012 0.987

Mean i2.7 -0.2 0.1 6.0 1.5 3.i -0.2 3.1 9.0 i.3 -2.9 -0.2 -2.9 2.9 0.8 (?4.) -3.2 0.5 -3.6 2.4 0.4
error % ‘?/0 % % % vo % 0/0 % 0/0 % 90 %0 %0 %0 % % %0 %

-. -., ., ----- ,
w-mqmeanerlomy> = 4.U270

-... ,, .,. “ -.,. . “.,. ./
3uM(mean errorsy> = ~.,m~o

.,. n ,,”/ “.,. ,, –– .— ---.,< — n“.,
hUM(Ille~ elTO~)/J = +.4070 aur.qman arumy J – -u. I 70
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~~~!~ ~. E.&t~ ~ff~~mmncv ratio variatirmc on ~n~vsis methmk fl?lement Shear mfhM)
-l-----J ---- _________ , --- ---- —--— ,---------- ______

Element

1=1
➤

2

3

t 4

hlad cases

S&A Chen Igusa Gupta
a is c d e a b c d e a b c d e a b c d e

1.173 1.008 0.951 1.052 1.003 1.068 1.010 0.969 1.084 1.001 0.988 1.040 0.968 1.061 1.033 1.023 1.058 0.990 1.086 1.050

1.211 1.019 0.977 1.065 i.uu i.mw i .023 0.995 i.i)w i.0i2 0.979 i.oi~ U.Y>X 1.U5Y 1.(J11 U.YY4 l.ul I u.YbL 1.U43 1.UUY
---- ---- .-. . ---- ---- ---- . . . . ----

1.212 1.018 0.977 1.065 1.013 1.101 1.023 0.998 1.097 1.012 0.955 0.995 0.936 1.013 0.988 0.955 0.981 0.927 1.005 0.973

1.171 0.990 0.945 1.035 0.990 1.070 0.998 0.966 1.068 0.988 0.910 0.951 0.886 0.968 0.945 0.901 0.929 0.868 0.951 0.922

,. .,-. ,. . . . n n.. .,l, / am., , ,-.?,-, ,1n., ,lrl. . , n.c fin<” n 0.. n on” II 0<-) f-l..0 ,-,O(IC n 0.40 & .g~~ (jg~~ n cmo n 0<0
1.L9U U.YJU U.YJL 1.ULO V.YJ 1 1.U-37 U.7J0 U.7J 1 L.U-KJ U.7-J* U.OUJ U.07V U.OJ T u.7i.7 “.07” “. O-F.3 “.7”0 “. 0“7

1.067 1.062 1.002 1.167 0.949 0.966 1.037 1.052 1.157 0.954 0.974 1.042 0.949 1.076 0.856 0.939 1.046 0.917 1.059 0.817

1.072 0.991 0.999 1.189 0.936 0.967 0.975 1.048 1.168 0.942 0.978 0.972 0.948 1.093 0.839 0.944 0.972 0.916 1.077 0.797

, A?7 n 039 n 000 ~ ~rm n 0?7 n n<< n o-m 1 IT7Q 1 10A nolo n 0Q9 n ano n am 1 II-IQ n !29!7 n OAQ n an< n0i7 1 I-IO-2 n 79<1.UJ I U.7J-J U.777 ..4” J “.7-J “.7”” “.7A” ,.”40 S.L, T “., ,, “.,”& “./”/ “./-” . ..”” “.”-” “.--” “.-”- “.. . J ..”-- “.,”-

1.078 0.895 1.000 1.219 0.926 0.977 0.903 1.039 1.189 0.968 0.985 0.869 0.952 1.120 0.822 0.951 0.859 0.919 1.105 0.777

13.3 -1.49 -2.42 11.28 -3.24 2.811 -1.72 0.622 12.24 -2.78 -4.29 -3.44 -6.62 4.52 -8.69 -5.52 -4.07 -8.34 3.66 -11.1
‘?/0 ‘?/0) ‘?/0 ~/o Q/o %0 ‘+/0) 0/0 % 0/0 % YO 0/0 0/0 90 % 0/0 ‘?/0 0/0 ~/0

,. ., .,. - 4 m./
JM(M~ ~OfS~J = 3.4Y70

“.,1., –., -—--.,,,
aunqmeim emomy J = A.4470 “’n”’–” --- ‘—-—”c — 9 -n’ “r “’-—-” —-—’f< – c ‘0”’OUNL(II1~l =1 U1l.~ -J ‘-J. I ‘,0 OUIVL{lllG’U1 Cl 1“, ,fl J ‘->. ”O ,0

Table 6. Effects of mass ratio variations on analysis methods (Displacement ratios)

Load cases
UOdeS </3AL---- Chen Igusa Gupta

a f g h a f g h a f g h a f g h
1fil_lA 1 117 I inn n arm n an<

2 :.i?~ i.~~~ ~.””~ i .GC3 ‘.--s . ..”” “.~”~ “.,”-
Q.Qgg i.~~q i.~~~ i .Q’2~ i.~~~ i.~~i i.092 !.Q59

3 1.189 1.007 1.018 1.017 1.051 1.155 0.901 0.939 0.983 1.023 1.053 1.032 1.009 1.031 1.085 1.062

4 1.205 1.007 1.034 1.031 1.095 1.149 0.912 0.959 0.983 1.011 1.059 1.043 1.002 1.013 1.086 1.066

< ~.~~~ i,~o~. 1.042 i.n4a 1.in2 i.14n 0:905 0.960 0.970 0.998 1.062 1.050 0.984 0.996 1.083 1.068

6 1.195 0.997 1.043 1.052 1.080 1.111 0.906 0.974 0.960 0.989 1.061 1.061 0.972 0.985 1.082 1.080

7 1.043 1.000 1.012 1.009 0.960 0.982 0.864 0.920 0.962 0.998 0.996 1.009 0.930 1.015 0.989 1.014

g 1.043 1.015 1.040 0.983 0.954 0.990 0.890 0.906 0.961 1.007 1.008 0.979 0.927 1.032 0.992 0.979

9 1.047 1.021 1.057 0.969 0.958 0.994 0.914 0.891 0.964 1.012 1.020 0.962 0.930 1.039 0.999 0.959

10 1.050 1.025 1.068 0.963 0.959 0.998 0.920 0.883 0.966 1.014 1.027 0.955 0.932 1.043 1.005 0.9s1

Mean 12.7 0.9 3.5 0.8 3.1 (%) 6.9 -9.8 -7.4 -2.9 Lo 3.8 1.3 -3.2 2.3 4.6 2.6

error ~?o 0/0 %0 0/0 % 0/0 0/0 0/0 % %0 YO 0/0 % %0 %0

SUM(mean errors)/4= 4.48?L0 SUM(meanerrors)/4= -1.8% SUh4(meanerrors)/4= 0.76?4. SUM(mean errors)/4= 1.57%

8 Copyright 02000 by ASME
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Tab!e 7, Effects of mass ratio variations on analysis methods (Element Shear ratios)

1,—. Load cases

l-%-l+
b-t-t=

EmEw
7 I 1.072 1.046

t
9 1.078 1.047

Mean I 13.3 1.62
ma ‘?/0 ‘?/0

0, n ,/—..- —-—./”
LXJLVA(lUU?J1 u Iun*y.

\

g
1.006

.,---1.u.7’l

1.056

1.068

n OLO
“.7”0

1.141

1.174

! .~Q~

1.202

9.43

JKL
. < -a.,.A7 ,

0.919 0.966

E

0.900 0.967

0.902 &$l&j

*

-3.18 \ 2.81

+4-s
0“,”,’

cl
f

1.132

. ..-1.1’+0

1.145

1.112

~,Q7~

0.989

1.024

~,oao

0.958

&

Igusa Gupta
f g h a f g h

1.034 1.053 1.023 1.023 1.051 1.092 1.059

i,~i~ i,~~~
II

i.W4 ,6.994 I i.oio 1 i~~~ I i~~~ ,

0.987 1.058 1.069 0.955 0.973 1.069 1.079

0.942 1.056 1.053 0.901 0.919 1.056 1.053

fi QO< na’11 n Qa7 n QAQ (l QL7 n Q7L n 077“.”, J “., < . “.”, # “.”-” “.”” J “.. -” “.--? J

1.025 1.074 0.900 0.939 1.058 1.041 0.890

1.029 1.099 0.878 0.944 1.063 1.064 0.867

i.03 i i:i2i 0:873 0.948 i .067 i .083 0.861

1.030 1.120 0.868 0.951 1.066 1.082 0.857

YO % ~/o

..- —--\/A — I 170/- C1 n 1(
al, .,, ul.y ?--, .,, /” ““,,1,

I I

.-.1—
-0.2 6.3 -4.4 -5.5 0.8 5.6 -3.7

0/0 0/0 %0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0

,.”. —,.-\/A s n L20L,-. *.. v..~T -.”< /. Cl Th.4f. . . . -A-VA = JI 70L““1., \..l-’w w, .“..,~ - –“. r 7.

Tnhl~ $5 Fffr.ntc nf Aamninu ratin vnriatinnc nn analvcic methndc ~icnlacc?ment ratinc).s”. - u. --w”- “. ..--..y... ~ . L..-” . . . .-.. ”..., v.. -—..-, --- -.. --..?-- ,---=------------ ------,

LA!adcases
Nodes S&A Chen Igusa Gupta

a i i a i i a i j a i j

2 1.174 1.021 1.000 1.117 0.990 0.861 0.988 1.013 1.031 1.023 1.039 1.051

---- ---- .-. . .-. .
3 l.lw 1.W4 1.Wb 1.U3L L.U41--”- 6.963 0.983 “ ‘-”- i.0i9 i.~~~1 .UUY

i.~~f : ,~~~

4 1.205 1.042 1.002 1.095 1.038 0.924 0.983 1.002 1.007 1.002 1.013 1.011

5 1.200 1.037 1.000 1.102 1.052 0.916 0.970 0.989 0.994 0.984 0.995 0.994

6 l.1~~ l.~~e ~.~~~ l.~~~ 1.~~4 ~=: ~.?~~ ~.?~~ ~’?~~ n 079 n 0Q2“./ r- “./ “u ~,~~~

7 1.043 1.126 0.919 0.960 1.118 1.009 0.962 1.057 0.912 0.930 1.022 0.904

8 1.043 1.114 0.923 0.954 1.114 1.097 0.961 1.031 0.907 0.927 0.989 0.915

9 1 flA7..” ., i.ii~ fi.~~~ (-),g~g 1,112 i.i~~ Q.964 i.nL26 o.9icl 0.930 0.982 0.930

10 1.050 1.116 0.937 0.959 1.110 1.150 0.966 1.025 0.913 0.932 0.981 0.938

Mean 12.7 7.0 -3.2 3.1 6.8 -1.1 -2.9 1.5 -3.6 -3.2 0.3 -2.7

error 0/0 0/0 %0 0/0 0/0 %0 0/0 %0 ‘?/0 ‘?/0 Q/o %0

0, m,,— ---- —-—./< — c <m..
0ULvqIuc4UI ututay~ — J.JA .V

cl TkI/- . . . —,.-\/c — o 0,4 OL““’vl(ll l-al, .A, ”..JJ — 2./7 . . ‘al TAJ/... a... -,.-\/< = -1 AQO/.““1.,,1 ----- -,.”..~- –. .”.. . . Qr ma(m... -mdi< = . i .g~?~. . . . . . . . . . . . -...-”, -
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Table 9. Effects of damping ratio variations on analysis methods (Element Shear ratios)

Laa(
Element S&A I Chen

a i j a i j

1 1.173 1.021 0.999 1.068 1.032 0.909

2 1.211 1.045 1.011 1.099 1.059 0.915

3 1.212 1.042 1.006 1.101 1.057 0.911

4 1.171 1.019 0.979 1.070 1.028 0.886

5 1.140 0.986 0.952 1.039 0.999 0.857

6 1.067 1.126 0.982 0.966 1.134 1.257

7 1.072 1.127 0.993 0.967 1.129 1.247

8 1.077 1.128 0.986 0.966 1.141 1.241

9 1.078 1.131 0.984 0.977 1.126 1.234
I I I 1 I

Mean 13.3 6.9 -1.2 2.8 7.8 5.1
erros’ 0/0 Vo % Yo %0 YO

SUh4(meanerrors~5= 6.36% SUM(meanerrors~5= 5.24“A

Igusa Gupta
a i j a i j

0.988 1.013 1.031 1.023 1.039 1.050

0.979 1.002 1.007 0.994 1.008 1.008

0.955 0.976 0.982 0.955 0.968 0.970

0.910 0.931 0.938 0.901 0.914 0.916

0.863 0.883 0.893 0.848 0.860 0.868

0.974 1.023 0.937 0.939 0.975 0.994

0.978 1.024 0.943 0.944 0.976 1.012

0.982 1.025 0.936 0.948 0.977 1.011

Table 10. BNL solutions of maximum nodal displacements for benchmark problem No. 1 (inches)

1
Nodes Load cases

b I d f 1! I h I I 1
2 0.;81 I 0.081 0.i83I 0.080 0.~83 I 0.082 0.099 0.133 0.081 0.081
3 0.152 0.155 0.157 0.152 0.158 0.156 0.189 0.256 0.153 0.155
4 0.210 0.216 0.216 0.212 0.221 0.218 0.263 0.365 0.212 0.216
5 0.254 0.261 0.262 0.257 0.267 0.263 0.321 0.459 0.257 0.262
6 0.278 0.285 0.286 0.280 0.292 0.288 0.342 0.472 0.281 0.286
7 0.959 0.859 0.701 0.708 0.304 1.110 0.648 0.663 0.671 0.446
8 1.698 1.384 1.375 1.120 0.333 1.980 0.921 0.839 1.158 0.620
9 2.244 1.958 1.880 1.419 0.353 2.625 1.116 0.965 1.520 0.749
In 2.533 I 2.291 ! 2.149 I 1.576 I 0.364 I 2.966 I 1.217 I 1.031 I 1.712 I 0.817 I

Table 11. BNL solutions of maximum element shears for benchmark problem No. 1 (Kips)

Element Load cases

a b c d e f ~ h I 1
1 2,539.5 2,558.8 2,617.3 2,518.3 2,613.3 2,579.6 3,120.9 4,181.9 2,547.3 2,562.8

2 2,261.7 2,315.2 2,334.3 2,280.9 2,370.1 2,336.0 2,825.1 3,876.3 2,276.7 ,

3 1,880.9 1,925.0 1,934.8 1,905.7 1,974.7 1,944.8 2,395.8 3,446.7 1,899.3 1,938.2

4 1,400.3 1,423.7 1,439.6 1,420.9 1,465.2 1,441.8 1,863.5 3,040.5 1,413.4 1,439.6

798.2 730.6 759.7 776.2

m

s 752.9 786.5 779.3 748.4 792.5 788.1

6 90.0 19.3 65.6 62.2 21.0 2.1 695.8 2,274.7 60.0 24.7

7 78.6 18.5 58.2 53.1 17.0 1.9 578.4 1,889.5 52.3 20.9

8 58.0 15.2 43.3 38.5 12.0 1.4 413.4 1,341.9 38.5 15.3

9 30.7 8.9 23.1 20.2 6.2 0.7 218.0 699.1 20.4 8.1
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